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Edouard Malingue Gallery is pleased to present at Hong Kong Spotlight 2020, a solo 

presentation with works created by Su-Mei Tse (b. 1973, Luxembourg). 
 
A trained classical cellist, Su-Mei Tse weaves a meditative tale through her work. 

Empowered by the language of music, Tse’s practice spans mediums of video, installation 
and sculpture. Investigating associations between places, cultures and traditions, Tse’s 
delicate work elicits a cross-stimulation of the senses, where time and its flow are 

suspended in a gentle state of contemplation. Examples of her work include a chamber 
where the sole reverberating sound is your own breath, and cellos played against an 
accentuated mountainous green backdrop. 

 
In the film “Shaping” (2019), which is accompanied by audio based on different 
soundscapes, an ongoing act of undulating clay endlessly being shaped by hand and then 

dissolving is presented. More than shaping a useful vessel or moving towards a final result, 
the work represents the idea of shaping the world and shaping a life through ceaseless 
movements. The beginning overlaps with the end and vice versa, constituting the cyclic 

character of being.	The undulating choreography appears akin to breathing or fluctuation, 
instilling a sense of living into the act. Together, image and sound fluctuate between 
presence and absence creating a suspension and a space for potentialities. 

 
In the series of works entitled, “Home (Cube Studies)” (2019), Su-Mei Tse presents 
photographic examinations developed in the spirit of three-dimensional drawings. Playing 

with the basic shape of the classic line drawing of a house, these are variations on 
distortions of a cube. Thin and simple threads gather the frail sticks of each cube and 
moments of fragile instability become translated into geometric forms of delicate beauty. 

The sculptural and spatial approach of these “mental drawings,” as well as the rhythmic 
variations they create comment on the fragility of the inner state of mind. 
 

“Studio 8 (Rome) #1” (2015) and “Studio 8 (Rome) #2” (2015) are part of a series in which 
Su-Mei Tse manifests into two inkjet print photographs, a contemplation of time that has 
passed. The image of “Studio 8 (Rome) #1” is a photograph of the reflective surface atop 

“Faded,“ a series of sculptures that are manipulated mirrors realized by the artist in 2014-
15. The reflection captured in this work is of Tse’s atelier during her residency at the Villa 
Medici in Rome, which was also the atelier of Jean-August- Dominique Ingres during the 

early 19th century. By photographing this atelier through a faded and mirrored surface, Tse 
emphasizes and explores the meaning of temporal space that is evanescent, absent, and 
capable of bearing possible residual aura. 

 
In the work “Nested #1” (2016), Tse has embedded stone balls of different sizes and colors 
in the niches of limestone formations, representing the delicate balance between holding 

and being held, and also suggesting associations with the kind of marbles that children play 
with, or planets orbiting in the cosmos. “Nested” echoes the ancient Chinese tradition of 
“scholars’ rocks” (gongshi), unusual stones, objects of contemplation and inspiration the 

literati placed on their work desks. As reflections of the veneration of nature and the links 
that connect microcosm and macrocosm in Chinese thought, these stones embodied 
mountains, landscapes, “bones of the earth”, “roots of clouds” or parts of the celestial vault. 

By placing mineral spheres of different sizes and colours in cavities in calcareous stones 
with tortured shapes, Tse appropriates this play on scale in a playful and poetic way: the 
spheres evoke both a child’ s marbles and the cosmic universe. It is also a matter of letting 



 

  

oneself be led by the found shape, emphasising its singularity by nesting other forms. 
 
Su-Mei Tse is an internationally celebrated artist who rose to prominence in 2003 when she 

represented Luxembourg at the Venice Biennale and was awarded the prestigious Leono 
d’Oro award for her tripartite installation ‘Air Conditioned’. Tse’s work has since been 
exhibited nationally and internationally including solo shows at Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau 

(2018); Mudam Luxembourg, Luxembourg (2017); Joan Miró Foundation, Barcelona (2011); 
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, Boston (2009); Art Tower Mito, Japan (2009); Seattle Art 
Museum, Seattle (2008); PS1, New York (2006); Casino, Forum d’Art Contemporain, 

Luxembourg (2006); Renaissance Society, Chicago (2005); Moderna Museet, Sweden 
(2004). Group exhibitions include Kunstmuseum Bonn, Germany (2009); National Gallery of 
Art, Poland (2009); Singapore Biennale (2008); Kunsthaus Zurich (2006); De Appel, 

Amsterdam (2005); Sao Paulo Biennale (2004). Tse has additionally been the recipient of 
multiple prizes, including the Prize for Contemporary Art by the Foundation Prince Pierre 
of Monaco (2009) and the Edward Steichen Award, Luxembourg (2005). 
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Edouard Malingue Gallery was founded in Hong Kong in 2010 to build a critical dialogue 
between Asian and international contemporary artists, both emerging and established, who 

combine aesthetic concern with conceptual enquiry, and work across different disciplines 
from video and installation to painting and sound. In 2016 the gallery opened a second 
space in Shanghai, creating a wider platform of exchange for its roster of artists. In addition 

to presenting dynamic solo exhibitions, the gallery pushes the boundaries of art in public 
spaces and stimulates artistic discourse through collaborations with curators worldwide. 
 

 

 


